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Objective: To investigate to what extent prenatal, early postnatal, and late postnatal growth predicts risk of
childhood obesity.
Methods: This was a historical cohort study of 1335 full term singletons born in southwest England in
1989. The main outcome measure was body mass index (BMI) at age 7. Absolute weights at birth,
6 weeks, and 18 months, and change in weights during the intervening periods were measured.
Measures were examined as z scores standardised to the 1990 UK reference population.
Results: BMI at age 7 was positively associated with z scores for weight at all ages. Regression coefficients
(95% confidence intervals) were: 0.16 (0.11 to 0.22), 0.19 (0.15 to 0.24), and 0.29 (0.26 to 0.33) for
weights at birth, 6 weeks, and 18 months, respectively. Regression coefficients for birth weight, early
weight gain (change in weight z score between birth and 6 weeks), and late weight gain (change in weight
z score between 6 weeks and 18 months), adjusted for each other were: 0.32 (0.27 to 0.38), 0.31 (0.26
to 0.37), and 0.28 (0.23 to 0.32), respectively. There was no statistical evidence for interaction among
weights, weight gains, or social deprivation. Social deprivation independently predicted BMI at age 7, the
major influence being weight gain after 6 weeks of life.
Conclusions: These data suggest that obesity risk is acquired gradually over the perinatal and postnatal
periods, instead of during a prenatal or early postnatal critical window. The association of obesity risk with
social circumstances and the timing of its origin offer pointers to some underlying determinants of obesity.

I

ntrauterine life has been identified as a critical time period
for the development of obesity.1 2 Both over-nutrition and
under-nutrition during this period have been implicated.3–5
Some have suggested the importance of growth in the first
2 years of life, while more recently the focus has narrowed
down to growth acceleration in the first few weeks after
birth.5–9 Better understanding of the relative importance of
growth in the prenatal, early, and late postnatal periods in
determining future obesity risk may allow us to focus
interventions to time periods when they could be expected
to have most beneficial effect. We have therefore investigated
the extent to which growth in the prenatal, early postnatal
(birth to 6 weeks), and late postnatal (6 weeks to
18 months) periods predicts future risk of childhood obesity
in a historical cohort of children from southwest England.

METHODS
Study cohort
Since 1988, data relating to all hospital births in Plymouth
(Devon, UK) have been routinely stored on the Child Health
Computer. The data collected include date of birth, sex of the
child, birth weight (in grams), gestation (in completed
weeks), whether the child was a multiple birth, parity of
the mother, whether breast feeding was initiated after birth,
and residential postcode of the parents. Health visitors carry
out health checks on all children at the ages of 6 weeks and
18 months. The examinations include measurement of
weight using an electronic scales and these data, along with
the date of examination, are added to the computerised
records of the children.
During 1994–96, all school children in the city of Plymouth
between the ages of 5 and 14 years were measured during a
growth surveillance study. The details of this study and the
methodology used have been described in detail elsewhere.10
Trained school nurses carried out the measurements using a
standardised protocol. All measurements were carried out
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with children in their vests and pants. Height was measured
to the nearest completed millimetre using a portable self
calibrating minimeter (Raven Equipment Limited, Essex,
UK). The accuracy of the instrument was checked with a
calibrated rule both before and after each measuring session.
An average of three readings was taken with the head
position in Frankfurt plane. Weight was measured once with
an electronic scales (Seca, Birmingham, UK) to the nearest
100 g.
Data on children from this growth surveillance study were
linked to the routinely collected data from birth and health
visitor examinations for a single year, that is 1989. This was
the earliest year for which there were good quality
computerised data. Linkage was based on the child’s own
name and date of birth, and parental names and address. We
anticipated that the majority of children born in Plymouth in
1989 and still resident in the city during 1994–96 would be
successfully linked in this way, as over 95% of the childhood
population attends school locally.

Study definitions
We considered only term (37–42 weeks gestation), singleton
births for the purposes of this study.
Main outcome and exposure
The main outcome measure was body mass index standard
deviation (SD) (BMI z score) at age 7 years. Weights at birth,
6 weeks, and 18 months were also standardised to the British
reference population and expressed as z scores.11 This allowed
comparisons that were independent of the age and sex of the
child. Birth weight z scores were corrected for gestational age,
and used as a proxy for prenatal weight gain. Early (birth to
6 weeks) and late postnatal (6 weeks to 18 months) growths
were represented by weight gain during these periods, and
calculated as the difference in z scores for weights between
the end and the beginning of each period.
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Age at final exam (years)
Male sex (%)
First born (%)
Ever breast fed (%)
Socially deprived* (%)
Body size indices
Birth weight (kg)
Birth weight (z score)
6 week weight (z score)
18 month weight (z score)
Weight at age 7 (z score)
Height at age 7 (z score)
BMI at age 7 (z score)

Included, mean (SD)

n

Excluded, mean (SD)

n

p value

6.94 (0.25)
49.2%
42.6%
54.3%
22.5%

1335
1335
1335
1230
1306

6.94 (0.25)
50.8%
41.7%
46.8%
26.0%

580
1917
1917
1321
1808

0.89
0.39
0.62
,0.001
0.026

3.40
20.04
0.18
0.35
0.27
0.05
0.02

1335
1335
1335
1335
1335
1335
1335

3.41
20.02
0.16
0.39
0.26
0.06
0.02

1916
1916
1251
1157
574
575
574

0.48
0.54
0.58
0.86
0.90
0.82
0.90

(0.46)
(0.95)
(1.17)
(1.35)
(1.55)
(1.01)
(0.99)

(0.45)
(0.92)
(1.16)
(1.42)
(1.48)
(1.00)
(0.97)

*Defined as the most deprived quarter of population according to Townsend scores.

Covariates
The covariates considered in the analysis were sex and birth
order of the child (first born or otherwise), breast feeding
status (ever breast fed or never breast fed), and social
deprivation of the household when the child was 7 years old.
Social deprivation was assessed by using the Townsend score
that incorporates four census (1991) variables: general lack of
material security (unemployment); material living conditions
(overcrowding); wealth (owner occupation is used as a proxy
indicator); and income (car ownership is used as a proxy
indicator).12 We used enumeration district level data
(approximately 150 households) standardised to the Devon
county population. The variable was dichotomised into poor
(the poorest quarter of the population according to Townsend
score) or otherwise for analyses.
Statistical analysis
Multiple linear regression modelling was used for analyses.
Growth implies a change in body size over time, and can be
modelled as the difference in body size between time points
of interest.5 6 Alternatively, the relevant body sizes can be
incorporated into regression models directly, assuming that
the effect of later size (controlled for early size) provides an
estimate of the effect of growth on later outcome.13 We have
analysed the data in both ways. For the first approach, we
modelled birth weight, early weight gain, and late weight
gain; for the second, we modelled weights at birth, 6 weeks,
and 18 months. Univariable models were followed by
bivariable models that included pairs of weights or weight
gains, as appropriate. Multivariable models included all three
weights (or alternatively birth weight with the two weight
gains), with and without other covariates (that is, male sex,
first born, ever breast fed, and poorest fourth of social
deprivation).
We tested for interaction among the weights/weight gains
and also for their interaction with social deprivation. The
interactions were examined in continuous and categorical
forms of these variables. As continuous variables, we tested
for linear (product of the two variables) and quadratic
(product of the squares of the variables) associations. For
categorical forms of these variables, birth weight was
categorised into lower half of birth weight (negative z score
for birth weight) or otherwise, and weight gain was
categorised into accelerated (greater than 0.67 SD increase),
decelerated (greater than 0.67 SD decrease) and no change
(increase or decrease of less than 0.67 SD) categories, since
0.67 SD represents the width of each centile band on a
standard growth chart.5

RESULTS
There were 3252 term singleton births in Plymouth in 1989
for 3251 of which birth weights were available. Of these 59%
were successfully linked to the data from the growth
surveillance study at age 7. Only those children for whom
weights were available for all four data points, that is, birth,
6 weeks, 18 months, and 7 years, were considered for
analysis (n = 1335; 41%). Apart from being marginally less
deprived and having slightly higher breast feeding rates,
those included were similar to those excluded from the
analyses (table 1). The mean age of the cohort at the time of
final examination was 6.9 years (range: 6.2–7.5 years), and
approximately half were girls. The mean birth weight was
3.4 kg and the mean BMI at age 7 was 15.9 kg/m2, similar to
the UK reference values (table 1). Although the standard
deviations of height and BMI z scores at age 7 were near 1,
those for weight were near 1.5. The means (SD) of early and
late weight gains were 0.22 (1.03) and 0.18 (1.30),
respectively.
The correlation coefficients for weights and weight gains
used in the analyses are presented in table 2. BMI at age 7
was positively associated with z scores for weight at all ages
(table 3). In bivariable and multivariable models incorporating absolute weights (z scores) only, the later weights
explained most of the variation in BMI (table 3). In the
models including weight gains (z scores), all three measures
(that is, birth weight, early weight gain, and later weight)
contributed roughly equally to the variation in BMI (table 4).
In both weight and weight gain models, addition of other
covariates (that is, male sex, first born, ever breast fed, and
social deprivation) did not alter the results materially (data
not presented). Social deprivation (poorest fourth) was an
independent predictor of BMI, with regression coefficients
(95% confidence intervals) of: 0.13 (0.003 to 0.26) for the
unadjusted model (R2 = 0.002), and 0.17 (0.05 to 0.29) for
the model adjusted for birth weight, and early and late
weight gains (R2 = 0.17 for the model).
There was no strong statistical evidence for interaction
between weights or weight gains when examined as
continuous or categorical variables (p values for all interaction tests were greater than 0.1). Similarly, there was no
strong statistical evidence for interaction between any of the
weights/weight gains and social deprivation (p values for
interaction tests greater than 0.1). However, children from
the most deprived fourth of the population had higher BMI at
age 7 despite being lighter at birth (table 5). Deprived
children put on most of the weight after 6 weeks of life; they
were also less likely to be breast fed (31% v 54%; p,0.001),
although breast feeding status itself was not an independent
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Birth weight
(z score)
Birth weight (z score)
6 week weight (z score)
18 month weight (z score)
BMI at age 7 (z score)
Birth to 6 weeks weight
change (z score)
6 weeks to 18 months weight
change (z score)
Birth to 18 months weight
change (z score)

6 week
weight
(z score)

18 month
weight
(z score)

BMI at age 7
(z score)

Birth to
6 weeks
weight change
(z score)

6 weeks to
18 months
weight change
(z score)

1.00
0.54
0.32
0.15
20.31

1.00
0.47
0.23
0.63

1.00
0.40
0.24

1.00
0.12

1.00

20.15

20.41

0.61

0.21

20.32

1.00

20.37

0.09

0.76

0.29

0.45

0.70

Birth to
18 months
weight change
(z score)

1.00

p values for all coefficients presented are less than 0.001.

predictor of BMI in this cohort. There was a strong negative
association between weights/weight gains as expected (all p
values less than 0.001), suggesting that small children tend
to grow faster and vice versa.

DISCUSSION
BMI at age 7 showed positive and progressively stronger
associations with z scores for weight at all ages. In models
incorporating absolute body weights, the later weights
explained most of the variation in BMI. In models including
weight gains, all three measures (that is, birth weight, early
weight gain, and later weight) contributed equally to the
variation in BMI. These data suggest that obesity risk is
gradually accrued over the perinatal and postnatal periods,
instead of there being a narrow critical window in the
prenatal or early postnatal period, as has been suggested
previously. The association of obesity risk with social
circumstances and the timing of its origin offer pointers to
some of the underlying determinants of obesity.
Study limitations
The main limitation of this study is that it is based on a
historical cohort established by linkage, and includes less
than half (41%) of the term singletons born locally. This may
have introduced bias into our results. Comparison of
available data, however, showed that those included were
largely similar to those excluded from the analyses. Although
the standard deviations of z scores for earlier body weights
(birth and 6 weeks) were reasonably close to 1 (suggesting
that the population is similar to the UK population), they
appeared to widen with age, suggesting a greater variability
in the weights (though not in the BMI) of this population.
Plymouth is relatively deprived but also has considerable
socio-economic variations within it.14 We have previously

shown a strong social gradient in child obesity in a large cross
section of children from Plymouth, of which the present
cohort is a subgroup.10 The greater variability of weights at
later ages may be a reflection of underlying social variability.
Another potential shortcoming of this study could be that
the measurements at 6 weeks and 18 months were carried
out during routine health visitor examinations and were not
standardised. Bias introduced as a result would be nondifferential and would only have weakened the observed
association between later weight and BMI. Others who have
used such routine health visitor examination data have found
it to be reasonably robust.15 We did not have data on parental
fatness, which has been shown to be associated with both
birth weight and obesity among offspring and could
potentially influence any observed association between early
growth indices and later BMI.16

Conflict of findings between studies
Previous studies have variously identified prenatal, early
postnatal, and postnatal periods as the time when child
obesity risk is most established.1 2 5 6 9 17–22 The relationship
between rapid growth in infancy and childhood, and obesity
in later life has also been the subject of a recent systematic
review.23 These studies and overview suggest a consistent
pattern of positive associations between birth weight and/or
weight gain in early childhood (variously defined) on one
hand and measures of body fatness in later life on the other.
However, our interpretation of the data is at variance with
that of the earlier studies. A potential explanation lies in the
way the data were analysed. Studies have focussed on
individual time periods of interest, in isolation, rather than
trying to compare their importance relative to other time
periods. If obesity risk is indeed accrued gradually over the
course of early life (prenatal, infancy, and childhood), then a

Table 3 Linear regression coefficients for body weights and BMI z scores at age 7

Models*
Univariable models

Bivariable models
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Multivariable model

Birth weight (z score)
regression coefficient
(95% CI)

6 week weight (z score)
regression coefficient
(95% CI)

18 month weight (z score)
regression coefficient
(95% CI)

R2

0.16 (0.11 to 0.22)
–
–

–
0.19 (0.15 to 0.24)
–

–
–
0.29 (0.26 to 0.33)

0.02
0.05
0.16

0.05 (20.02 to 0.11)
–
0.03 (20.02 to 0.08)
0.01 (20.05 to 0.07)

0.17 (0.12 to 0.22)
0.04 (20.01 to 0.09)
–
0.03 (20.02 to 0.09)

–
0.28 (0.24 to 0.32)
0.29 (0.25 to 0.32)
0.28 (0.23 to 0.32)

0.05
0.16
0.16
0.16

*Models: univariable models include only one of the three variables, that is, birth weight, 6 week, or 18 month weight z scores; bivariable models: model 1
includes birth weight and 6 week weight z scores, model 2 includes 6 week weight and 18 month weight z scores, and model 3 includes birth weight and
18 month weight z scores; multivariable model includes all three variables in the model, that is, birth weight, 6 week, and 18 month weight z scores.
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Models*
Univariable models

Bivariable models
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Multivariable model

Birth weight (z score)
regression coefficient
(95% CI)

Early weight gain
(z score) regression
coefficient (95% CI)

Late weight gain
(z score) regression
coefficient (95% CI)

R2

0.16 (0.11 to 0.22)
–
–

–
0.11 (0.06 to 0.16)
–

–
–
0.16 (0.12 to 0.20)

0.02
0.01
0.04

0.22 (0.16 to 0.28)
–
0.20 (0.14 to 0.25)
0.32 (0.27 to 0.38)

0.17 (0.12 to 0.22)
0.20 (0.14 to 0.25)
–
0.31 (0.26 to 0.37)

–
0.21 (0.17 to 0.25)
0.18 (0.14 to 0.22)
0.28 (0.23 to 0.32)

0.05
0.08
0.08
0.16

*Models: univariable models include only one of the three variables, that is, birth weight, early or late weight gain z scores; bivariable models: model 1 includes
birth weight and early weight gain z scores, model 2 includes early and late weight gain z scores, and model 3 includes birth weight and late weight gain z scores;
multivariable model includes all three variables in the model, that is, birth weight, and early and late weight gain z scores. Early weight gain: change in z score for
weight between birth and 6 weeks; late weight gain: change in z score for weight between 6 weeks and 18 months.

focus on any one narrow window period (without simultaneously controlling for the effect of other periods) will result
in that period appearing important.
Within the prenatal period, both under- and over-nutrition
are implicated.3–5 Only one study concluded that fetal undernutrition rather than over-nutrition was important, despite
showing that rapid weight gain in the first 2 years of life was
associated with higher BMI at age 5.5 The interpretation of
rapid weight gain as a proxy for fetal under-nutrition was
based on the inverse association noted between birth weight
and weight gain in infancy. However, rapid weight gain in
infancy, unadjusted for birth weight, may not be an
appropriate proxy for fetal under-nutrition, as smaller babies
would be expected to demonstrate faster growth than larger
babies even under equivalent environmental circumstances.13
This is because of a statistical phenomenon, which causes the
second of the two related measurements to be closer to the
mean than the first (regression to the mean).24 A strong
inverse association between pairs of adjacent weights or
weight gains was seen in our study and has been noted in
other studies.5 9 25 We also used BMI, which is influenced by
both lean and fat mass, as the main measure of obesity. There
is evidence to suggest that fetal under-nutrition may alter the
relative distribution of these two components (rather than
overall mass) or selectively program central adiposity; these
outcomes were not available to us.2 4 26

Analytical and interpretation issues in studies of
growth and later health
For regression modelling of the effects of growth on later
health outcomes, two approaches are commonly employed in
multivariable analyses: those that use change in weight

between two time points as a measure of growth and others
that incorporate weights at various time points in the models
directly.5 6 13 The models underlying these approaches are
equivalent and should result in similar conclusions. However,
the use of both approaches in the same dataset may
sometimes provide additional insights, as was the case in
this study. The first approach suggested that growth in the
three time periods of interest predicted later BMI roughly
equally. The second approach, in addition, underlined the
fact that these body weights lie along the same causal
pathway, which limits the usefulness of standard regression
techniques in modelling growth. While the standard regression techniques may suffice in situations where measurements of body weight are reasonably apart in time (such as
birth weight and adult weight), they are far less informative
in modelling early growth where several weights are
considered a short time apart.13 Due to the temporal
proximity of the measurements (hence high correlation)
and their relationship along the causal pathway, the later
measurements may dominate the association, thereby potentially underestimating the role of earlier growth periods.
The interpretation of the associations between growths at
different stages of life with later health outcomes is
complicated. Human growth is plastic and the rate of growth
at any time point reflects not only the current environment
but also the past environment of the individual (concept of
catch up growth following a period of slow growth) and
perhaps the environment of preceding generations, not to
mention genes.27 28 The available statistical techniques define
growth as rapid or slow according to the deviation from the
norm. Comparison with peers as a means of defining
abnormality is therefore inherently limiting when it is used

Table 5 Body size and growth indices by social deprivation
Growth index
Body size
Birth weight (g)
Birth weight (z score)
6 week weight (z score)
18 month weight (z score)
Weight at age 7 (z score)
Height at age 7 (z score)
BMI at age 7 (z score)
Change in body size (that is, weight z score)
Birth to 6 weeks (z score)
6 weeks to 18 months (z score)
Birth to 18 months (z score)

Most deprived quarter
(n = 294), mean (SD)

Less deprived three quarters
(n = 1012), mean (SD)

Difference (95% CI)

3318 (495)
20.19 (1.01)
0.00 (1.24)
0.29 (1.42)
0.24 (1.65)
20.14 (1.02)
0.13 (1.00)

3421 (447)
0.01 (0.92)
0.24 (1.14)
0.39 (1.33)
0.28 (1.52)
0.11 (0.99)
20.00 (0.98)

103 (43 to 162)
0.20 (0.08 to 0.32)
0.24 (0.08 to 0.39)
0.09 (20.08 to 0.27)
20.12 (20.25 to 0.01)
0.24 (0.11 to 0.37)
20.13 (20.26 to 20.00)

0.19 (1.15)
0.29 (1.35)
0.49 (1.46)

0.23 (1.00)
0.15 (1.29)
0.38 (1.36)

0.04 (20.09 to 0.17)
20.15 (20.31 to 0.02)
20.11 (20.29 to 0.07)

n = 1306 due to incomplete data on social deprivation.
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Social deprivation and child obesity
Social deprivation was found to be an important determinant
of childhood obesity. Deprived children put on most weight
after 6 weeks of life; they were also less likely to be breast fed
(31% v 54%; p,0.001), although breast feeding status itself
was not an independent predictor of BMI in this cohort.
These findings are consistent with the results of a systematic
review that have found a consistent relationship between
adult obesity and social deprivation in childhood but not with
breast feeding29; however, a more comprehensive quantitative
review indicated that there is a small protective influence of
breast feeding.30 Adult obesity is less consistently related to
social deprivation in adulthood than in childhood.29 The
relative deprivation of Plymouth, along with a strong social
gradient, may explain why the link was observed in this
study.14 Circumstances in early life can influence later obesity
risk through persistent effects of nutrition in infancy and
childhood, psychological factors such as emotional deprivation in childhood, or habits relating to diet and physical
activity acquired in childhood and persisting in later life.29 31
Genetic factors may also be related both to social circumstances and obesity. However, the crossover in social gradient
in obesity (that is, from being more common in individuals
from a higher social class previously to now becoming more
common in those from a lower social class) that has occurred
over a relatively short period of time does not support an
important role for genetic factors in explaining the association between parental social deprivation and childhood
obesity. The progressive accumulation of social deprivation
related obesity risk during infancy and childhood provides
additional support for the origins of obesity occurring during
diffuse rather than critical window periods.
Public health implications
Evidence is accumulating on the importance and mechanisms by which growth and nutrition in early life may
influence long term risks of obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases.25 32 Better understanding of the timing of the
origin of these diseases may allow us to focus interventions to
periods when they could be expected to have most beneficial
effect. Our data suggest that the entire perinatal period and
beyond in early childhood may be important; however, our
study was limited to children and it is possible that critical
period effects may emerge with age. Social deprivation is an
important determinant of child obesity. We did not have the
data to explore the underlying mechanisms through which
social deprivation may influence growth, better understanding of which may help in controlling the emerging epidemic
of child obesity. The long term health implications of early
growth and nutrition may also differ in important ways
between high and low income countries.
In conclusion, this study suggests that obesity risk is
gradually accrued over perinatal and postnatal periods rather
than during a narrow critical window. Social circumstances in
early life may predict which children are likely to put on weight
faster in early childhood and become obese in later life.
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What is already known on this topic

N

Prenatal, early postnatal, and late postnatal life have
been variously identified as critical periods for the
development of obesity

What this study adds

N
N

Obesity risk is gradually accrued over the perinatal
and postnatal periods, instead of there being a critical
window
Social circumstances in early life may predict children
likely to put on weight faster in early childhood and
become obese in later life
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Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome

A

28 year old woman with a history of Klippel-Trenaunay
syndrome (KTS) presented to the hospital for an
elective amputation of the right lower extremity. KTS
is a congenital vascular malformative syndrome involving
capillary, lymphatic, and venous structures and is associated
with limb (usually asymmetric lower extremity) involvement. The patient had a history of extensive lymphatic and
vascular malformations involving both lower extremities
since birth, with asymmetric hypertrophy of the right leg,
thigh, and buttock, and an associated flexion contracture of
the right knee. Since infancy, she had undergone multiple
surgical excisions of skin and soft tissues of both legs and
perineum, as well as splenectomy, urinary bladder reconstruction, and partial colectomy to ameliorate visceral
manifestations of the syndrome. The non-functional right
lower extremity was amputated, as it was a source of
intractable and severe pain. External examination showed
diffuse hypertrophy, with fluctuant, discoloured cutaneous
blebs, nearly confluently distributed over the knee and thigh
(fig 1A). Cross-section (fig 1B) showed a diffuse proliferation
of ectatic vascular spaces throughout the soft tissues, some of
which were cavernous and filled with blood and phleboliths.

Microscopic examination (fig 1C) revealed innumerable
lymphatic and venous malformations within the soft tissues.
Four years later, the patient continues to suffer from chronic
pain with visceral abdominal and pelvic involvement. As this
case shows, clinical management of this congenital vascular
malformation continues to be a difficult challenge, which
does not necessarily become easier as patients grow older.
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Figure 1 (A) Amputation specimen, right lower extremity. (B) Cross-section of leg. (C) Microscopic appearance of dilated vascular spaces (trichrome
elastic stain, 406).
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